






Play the 7th card FACE-UP into the incantation. At that point, the cards in the 
incantation are shuffled and immediately revealed. 

To succeed, the number of cards matching the target sigil must be equal to or 
greater than 4.

Reduce the number of successful sigils by one or every card of the target sigil's Reduce the number of successful sigils by one or every card of the target sigil's 
polar opposite.  Zhar is the polar opposite of Ithaca in the image to the right. The 
Cards to either side are considered neutral cards—Bokrug & Dagon in the image to 
the left.

For Mythos cards that contain more than one sigil, 
ONLY the sigil that is most favorable to the 
Investigators is the sigil that counts in the current
incantation. 
In the example to the right, the beast has neither 
the target symbol nor its polar opposite. It counts as a the target symbol nor its polar opposite. It counts as a 
neutral. If it had a polar opposite symbol, it would 
still count as a neutral.
Discard all cards in the incantation face down to the 
Mythos discard pile.  
After successfully creating a sigil,  flip the god card After successfully creating a sigil,  flip the god card 
over (Image to the left) and place the sigil token back 
onto the card.  A successfully created Sigil does not 
negate that sigil's “polar opposite” effect for future in-
cantations.
If the incantation has failed (Target Sigil cards were 
less than 4). Investigators must begin again, and the 
player whose turn it now is will select a new Target 
Sigil and take their action.



INSANITY CARDS
Players draw Insanity cards after Researching, Investigating, a 
player fails to get enough votes for an accusation, or if a Beast 
is present when an Incantation is revealed (all players will draw an 
Insanity card). When all players draw an insanity card, begin with 
the player that triggered the incantation and take turns clockwise 
drawing and revealing (if not Secret) the insanity.

Effects are cumulative. If you draw 
two “See 1 fewer Mythos Cards.”, you 
will now see two less. Place the insani-
ty cards under the player reference card 
so that the effect is visible. There is 
no limit to the number of insanity 
cards a player can have. The results 
will begin after the player’s turn (Unless will begin after the player’s turn (Unless 
it is an Immediately card). 
Discard face-down.

Cards will have specific actions in 
capital letters. CONTRIBUTE insanity 
effects only take place when the 
Contribute action is selected, not when 
you are putting cards into the 
Incantation due to the Gamble action.

*You can not force a discovered 
Cultist to take an Insanity card. 





ADVANCED RULES




